
J A C U Z Z I ®  H O T  T U B
 C O V E R  G U I D E

Information and Guidance on how to measure 
for a replacment hot tub cover



1. Select the shape of your cover from the diagram below (..........denotes hinge position):

Enter your shape:

2. Choose your unit of measurement:
Do you prefer to use inches or cm? Enter your preference by checking one of the boxes below. Ensure that you then enter all dimensions in the 
same unit of measurement throughout this guide.
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1. Rounded  
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3. Measure the dimensions of your cover:
If you do not have an existing cover to measure from, then you must measure all the outside dimensions of your hot tub. Refer to the diagam above 
to see which dimensions to enter for the lengths A, B, C, D and E (not all measurements are required for every shape).

Width (A) =       Inches/cm

Length(B) =        Inches/cm

Length (C) =       Inches/cm

Length (D) =        Inches/cm

Length (E) =       Inches/cm

Tell us about yourself:

Full Name

Email

Contact Telephone

Address        Postcode   

Please fill in the following fields, this is so we can get the perfect cover for your jacuzzi and helps us deliver a great service to you.



4. Measure the dimensions of the corner radius:

RADIUS
RADIUS

Point curve starts

X

Y

Using a straight-edge and a tape measure or ruler, extend two imaginary lines from the break in the curve of the spa (point X)
until they meet at an imaginary point Y. Determine the measurement from point X to point Y. This will be the radius of your corner.

How to measure the radius of corners

Length (XY) =              Inches/cm

5. Measure the cover skirt length and strap length:
The skirt is the flap that hangs from the bottom of your cover. Measure from the crease at the top of the skirt to its bottom edge.
To measure the strap length measure from the top of the skirt to the top of the cover clip. Don’t include the clip itself.

Skirt Length                     Inches/cm                  Strap Length=                  Inches/cm                                     

6. Measure the cover skirt length and strap length:

7. Choose your cover colour from the choice below:

8. Do you require your old cover to be collected and disposed of? (England & wales only):

Black Cherry Dark Beige Dark Brown EmeraldG reyN avy Blue Tan

Cover Colour:     

Collection of old cover:  Yes   No     

Strap Position=                                        Inches/cm from outer edge                 

The straps will be positioned on the sides that are parallel to the hinge/fold.
We position them as standard 1/4 of the way in from each outside edge of the
cover. If this is OK insert ‘Standard’ in the box below. If you want them positioned
elsewhere measure from the outside edge of the cover to the vertical centre of
the strap (see diagram left) and complete the box below:


